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Areas of expertiseAreas of expertise

〉〉Corporate and Financial Services Disputes

〉〉Dispute Resolution

〉〉Enforcement of Judgments and Awards

〉〉Fraud and Asset Tracing
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〉〉Funds Disputes

〉〉International Arbitration

〉〉Legal

〉〉Restructuring and Insolvency

〉〉Section 238 Shareholder Appraisal Rights

〉〉Shareholder and Valuation Disputes

Background and experienceBackground and experience

A highly experienced advocate, Michael has regularly appeared as counsel in the Cayman

Islands’ courts at all levels. He regularly advises shareholders, creditors, companies, liquidators

and fund managers and directors in a range of disputes.  

Michael's recent achievements include advising a major shareholder in a multi-billion dollar

PRC-based manufacturing company in its successful appeals against the company in Cayman

winding-up proceedings, and assisting a Cayman incorporated company listed on the SEHK to

appoint restructuring provisional liquidators and stay a creditor's winding up petition led

against the company in Hong Kong. Michael also has ongoing involvement in many of the take-

private share valuation disputes before the Cayman courts.

Prior to joining Ogier in 2018, Michael trained as a barrister in New Zealand. In 2011 Michael

moved to the Cayman Islands, where he worked for the Government of the Cayman Islands,

before joining the litigation department of another o shore law rm. Michael was also retained

by the Cayman Islands Anti-Corruption Commission as independent counsel. In 2016, Michael

relocated to Hong Kong, providing contentious o shore advice to clients in the Asian time zone.

Michael is an accomplished presenter on o shore law to onshore lawyers and other professional

groups. He is a member of INSOL International and IWIRC.

He received his Bachelor of Laws in 2001 from Victoria University of Wellington, and also holds a

Bachelor of Arts in political science and history.

Admitted in:Admitted in:
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2002 - New Zealand

2012 - Cayman Islands

Examples of workExamples of work
View more examples of work 〉

22 February 2022 | 2 min read

Ogier represents New Frontier Public Holding Ltd on the completed take-
private of NYSE listed New Frontier Health Corporation

Nathan Powell
Team: Michael Snape ���, Oliver Payne ���, David Nelson, Kate Hodson �� ·��, Kendrick Cheung , Alan Wong ���

  Hong Kong

Deal

News and insightsNews and insights
Find out more 〉

22 November 2023 | 1 min read

Ogier's Hong Kong team praised in latest Legal 500 rankings

News

4 October 2023 | 4 min read

Meet Ogier’s award-winning senior team in Hong Kong

News

18 September 2023 | 1 min read

Ogier wins O shore Law Firm of the Year at ALB Hong Kong Law Awards
2023

News

22 August 2023 | 1 min read

Four Ogier dispute resolution experts recognised in ALB's Top Ten O shore
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Litigators 2023

Oliver Payne ���
Team: Justin Davis ���, Edwin Gomez, Michael Snape ���

  Hong Kong

News

5 June 2023

Trina Solar: dissenting shareholders successfully challenge fair value
awarded by Cayman Grand Court

Shaun Maloney
Team: Michael Snape ���

  Cayman Islands, Hong Kong

Insight

19 May 2023

Update on costs awards in Cayman Islands shareholder appraisals

Shaun Maloney
Team: Michael Snape ���

  Cayman Islands, Hong Kong, Jersey

Insight

13 April 2023

Cayman Islands: recovery of foreign attorneys' fees for successful litigants

Michael Snape ���
Team: Christopher Levers, Nour Khaleq, Nicholas Tam ���

  Cayman Islands, Hong Kong

Insight

4 October 2022

The Grand Court makes rst restoration order in respect of fraudulently
dissolved Cayman company

Gemma Bell eld (nee Lardner)
Team: Max Galt, Michael Snape ���, Oliver Payne ���, Jeremy Snead
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  Cayman Islands

Insight

27 September 2022

Litigation case update: when will a parent company have to give disclosure
of a subsidiary's documen

Michael Snape ���
Team: Maria On ���, Gemma Bell eld (nee Lardner), Christopher Levers, Oliver Payne ���, Jeremy Snead

  Cayman Islands

Insight

RecognitionRecognition

"Top O shore Litigator"
Asian Legal Business, Asia's Top O shore Litigators, 2023

"I have worked with Michael on a number of matters over the years and have
always been impressed by his eye for detail and the unfailing energy he brings
to a project; on long-running litigation this is an important, but all too rare,
attribute"
Client Feedback

"Michael has brought an insightful, broad-shouldered approach to the conduct
of this litigation. At the HK client end he has worked diligently and e ectively to
make sense of the complex facts of the matter"
Client Feedback

"On the international level, Michael has impressed with his understanding of
the needs and detail of bringing a HK case in the courts of the Caribbean. This
involves close and e ective liaison with his BVI and Cayman colleagues as well
as with the London-based counsel team. "
Client Feedback

"He has an e cient and incisive style that inspires great con dence."
Client Feedback

"We truly appreciate the e ciency and professionalism that your team has
demonstrated throughout our discussions."
Client Feedback
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"Top O shore Litigator"
Asian Legal Business, Asia's Top O shore Litigators, 2022

"Team of the Year – Litigation"
Citywealth IFC Awards 2022

"He is hands-on, familiar with the legal issues and gives spot-on advice"
IFLR 1000, 2021

"It is very satisfying to have an expert on hand who can make the decisions
which set everything into motion so decidedly"
Client feedback, 2020
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